Our newest products will surely set your build apart from the rest. Featuring the most complete
line of high quality functional Jeep®, Truck & UTV accessories, Rugged Ridge products can take
you from street to trail and look good doing it. From beautiful polished stainless steel bolt-on
accessories to hardcore off road protection and performance; Rugged Ridge has you covered.
www.RuggedRidge.com.

BUYING WITH CONFIDENCE

All of our products are covered by an industry leading 5 year warranty providing
end customers with repair or replacement of parts subject to certain common
exclusions. Actual Limited Warranty terms are included with your product at
time of purchase. Copies of sample Limited Warranties are available through
our web-site (Omix-ADA.com) or through our customer service hotline.

SPARTACUS HD TIRE CARRIER KIT
The Spartacus HD Tire Carrier System provides the ultimate in strength and stability for mounting your oversized wheel and tire. Functionally
designed to manage the amplified force and vibrations produced during extreme off-road conditions, the precision die-cast aluminum Hinge
Casting provides maximum strength without the excess weight of steel. The one-piece design maintains one-handed access to cargo area
and rigidly links the Wheel Mount to the reinforced section of the rear quarter panel. This, in combination with forged steel hinge brackets and
hardened steel pins, results in far superior load capacity than the factory tailgate hinges, thereby effectively reducing wear and increasing
longevity. Independently tested and rated for up to and including 37” wheel tire combinations when Hinge Casting and Wheel Mount are
used together. Includes adjustable third brake light bracket. Compatible with OE and most aftermarket rear bumpers. No drilling required.
Patent Pending.
Description
HD Tire Carrier Kit, Black, 07-16 Jeep Wrangler
HD Tire Carrier, Hinge Casting
HD Tire Carrier, Wheel Mount

Omix#
11546.50
11546.51
11546.52

SPARTACUS STAMPED STEEL BUMPERS
The Spartacus Stamped Steel Front Bumper from Rugged Ridge features a
tough satin black powder-coated finish on a sturdy 11 gauge stamped steel
construction. The stamping process used allows for the most advanced
styling on the market, creating a bumper lighter than most aftermarket
steel bumpers and is designed to work with all popular winch models.
(winch plate sold separately) Uses factory tow hooks. Also available,
the Spartacus Stamped Steel Front Bumper kit combines the heavy-duty
construction and advanced styling of the stamped bumper and a black
over-rider hoop which gives an aggressive look for your front bumper, and
adds extra protection for your winch and grille. Patent Pending.
•
•
•
•
•

Stamping process allows for most advanced styling in the market
Stamping also allows for efficient use of materials resulting in
a bumper lighter than most aftermarket steel bumpers
Injection molded crush can covers add modern styling while
keeping vehicle in factory specs (front bumper only)
Stamped in knuckles strengthen vulnerable bottom edge
while providing a rugged and tougher look
Rear bumper accepts 7/8-inch D-Rings

Description

Omix#

Stamped Front Bumper, Black, 07-16 Wrangler
Stamped Front Bumper w/Overrider, Black, 07-16
Wrangler
Stamped Bumper Winch Plate, Black, 07-16 Wrangler
Stamped Rear Bumper JK, Black, 07-16 Wrangler

11544.01
11544.09
11543.13
11544.51

11543.13

11544.51
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11544.51

RED ECLIPSE SUN SHADES

Craving that top down experience in your Jeep®, but still want
protection from harsh sunlight? This sun shade protects both front and
rear passengers from the sun while offering a “top-down feeling”. With
mesh construction, this sun shade is held between the windshield and
the rear crossbar eliminating the need for a header channel. The builtin elastic straps allows this design to retain access to the Jeep’s top
clamps, so you can keep the shade in place and still use the factory top.
Eclipse Sun Shade
Front (half), Red, 07-16 Wrangler JK
Full, Red, 07-16 Wrangler JK Unlimted (4-Door)
Full, Red 07-16 Wrangler JK (2-Door)
Front (half), American Flag, 07-16 Wrangler JK

SOFT TOP & EXO-TOP™ HEADER KIT
This kit includes a tailgate bar, right side tailgate bar retainer, left side
tailgate bar retainer, and a header, everything you need if you want to
convert your hardtop to an Exo-Top™ or when converting to a soft top.
Door surrounds not included.

Soft Top & Exo-Top™ Header Kit
07-16 Wrangler JK

Omix#
13516.10

Omix#
13579.24
13579.25
13579.26
13579.14

BOWLESS TOP
Replace your worn out soft top just in time for the summer season with
the Rugged Ridge Bowless Top Systems. Available in black diamond,
this distinctive fully enclosed design quickly converts from a full top to a
Savannah top, taking you from ceiling to sky in seconds and eliminating
the need for the bulky OE soft top frame. Precise engineering allows for
a secure and formed fit over the factory sports bar. Supplied “whisper
bars” dramatically reduce wind and road noise commonly associated
with other frameless soft top designs. These Bowless Soft Tops also feature
useful zippered mesh corner pockets for extra and convenient storage.
As an added bonus,the soft top design also allows you to use more
affordable aftermarket windshield headers. (Rugged Ridge P/N13308.06
recommended.)

Bowless Top

Omix#

Black Diamond, 4-Door, 07-16 Jeep Wrangler JK
Black Diamond, 2-Door, 07-16 Jeep Wrangler JK

13750.38
13750.39
13750.39

SHERPA ROOF RACK W/ CROSS BARS
This Sherpa Roof Rack kit from Rugged Ridge includes the roof rack,
crossbar adapters, and two 56.5-inch round crossbars. The Rugged Ridge
Sherpa Roof Rack was designed to add valuable cargo space above the
roofline of JK Wranglers. A true bolt-on installation, the Roof Rack requires
no modification to the Jeep’s body and features a unique tilt function for
convenient access to your hard or soft top. With the Roof Rack system
installed, hard top and freedom panels can be added or removed, and
the soft top can be easily retracted or raised.

Description
Sherpa Roof Rack Kit, 2-Door, 07-16 Jeep Wrangler
Sherpa Roof Rack Kit, 4-Door, 07-16 Jeep Wrangler
Sherpa Roof Rack Crossbars, Round, 56.5-inches, pair

Omix#
11703.21
11703.22
11703.11
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TRAIL RUNNER CLASSIC WHEEL
An upgrade from ordinary steel wheels, the Rugged Ridge design features five retrostyle kidney shaped holes and a durable gloss black finish, tough enough to withstand
trail duty. The hub-centric design ensures the wheel is precisely centered upon
installation, minimizing stress on wheel studs and eliminating the added road vibration
common with non-hub-centric designs. Available with or without a molded ABS center
cap, offering Jeep® owners two different looks with the same wheel. All Rugged
Ridge wheels are engineered, tested and certified to exceed the strenuous SAE J2530
standards for wheel strength and durability.

Trail Runner Classic Steel Wheel
07-16 Wrangler JK
17 x 9-inch, Gloss Black, without Center Cap
17 x 9-inch, Gloss Black, with Center Cap
Center Cap

Omix#
15500.76
15500.78
15500.90

BOULDER ALUMINUM DIFF COVERS
The new matte black Boulder Aluminum Differential Covers are constructed
from A356-T6 cast aluminum for strong impact resistance and feature a
precision machined sealing surface, allowing gaskets or RTV sealant to be
used for a leak-free seal. The Boulder Aluminum Differential Covers come
complete with a magnetic drain plug for protection against costly damage
from metal particles that can accumulate in gear oil. Also includes a specially
designed dipstick bolt to help Jeep® owners avoid under or overfilling their
differentials. Patent Pending.

Boulder Aluminum Differential Covers
Boulder Differential Cover, Dana 44
Boulder Differential Cover, Dana 30
Boulder Differential Cover, Dana 35

16595.12

Omix#
16595.12
16595.13
16595.14

XHD MODULAR SNORKEL FOR DIESEL MODELS

Following the design for 3.6 and 3.8 liter gasoline powered JK Wranglers, the
XHD Modular Snorkel System is the first snorkel engineered with the versatility of
interchangeable intake heights. By relocating the vulnerable stock air intake
through an internal duct system just below the windshield, the XHD Modular Snorkel
helps to eliminate dust-clogged air filters and the risk of hydro-locking your engine.
Jeep® owners can easily swap the standard low-mount intake for a 21-inch, highmount ‘ram’ intake on the Rugged Ridge XHD snorkel system for whatever offroad conditions they may face, including tackling harsh dusty trails or deep water
crossings. Patent No. 8,960,347 D687,071 D687,072

XHD Modular Snorkel System for Diesel Models
Low/High Mount, 07-16 Wrangler JK, Diesel
Low Mount Kit, 07-16 Wrangler JK, Diesel
Pre-Filter Kit, 07-16 Wrangler JK, Diesel

Omix#
17756.23
17756.04
17756.24

XHD ROCK SLIDERS W/ INTEGRATED STEPS
The innovative one-piece design is precision manufactured from CNC-laser cut 3-mm steel plate and finished with a tough black textured coating.
Each Rock Slider also features an integrated four-inch step making climbing in and out of Jeeps easier, especially when its lifted. The XHD Rock Sliders
are designed to function with most aftermarket and stock fender flares and are easy to install with no drilling required. To protect your vehicle’s finish,
rubber gaskets are utilized to cover and protect the paint and body panels along the door sill areas.

XHD Rock Sliders w/ Integrated Steps
07-16 Wrangler JK, 4-Door
07-16 Wrangler JK, 2-Door

Omix#
11504.18
11504.17

ALL TERRAIN FLOOR LINERS
Unlike most floor liners, which are constructed from an extruded sheet
of plastic, Rugged Ridge All Terrain Floor Liners are injection molded for
superior performance and durability. The injection molding process
enables Rugged Ridge to create floor liners with precise fit and a deeply
formed perimeter wall for maximum coverage. Each Floor Liner features
“Deep Tread Technology” with 3/8-inch deep chevrons, nearly three
times the depth of other floor liners, to channel debris and moisture.
Patent No. 8,163,369 D627,285

Description
15-16 Ford F-150 Floor Liners, Front, Black
15-16 Ford F-150 Floor Liners, Front, Tan
15-16 Ford F-150 Floor Liners, Front, Gray
15-16 Ford F-150 Floor Liners, Rear, Black
15-16 Ford F-150 Floor Liners, Rear, Tan
15-16 Ford F-150 Floor Liners, Rear, Gray
15-16 Chevy Colorado, Front, Black
15-16 Chevy Colorado, Rear, Black
15-16 Jeep Renegade, Front, Black
15-16 Jeep Renegade, Rear, Black
15-16 Jeep Renegade, Cargo, Black

Omix#
82902.33
83902.33
84902.33
82952.15
83952.15
84952.15
82901.31
82951.15
12920.34
12935.21
12975.47
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83902.33

MAGNETIC PROTECTION PANEL KIT
At Rugged Ridge, we know that sometimes when you hit the trails, the trails hit back-- and hard! That is why we created this Magnetic
Protection Panel kit to protect your Jeep’s paint both on and off-road. Easily removable, this kit was designed to provide full coverage for the
body of your Jeep, to keep your mind at ease and your paint job flawless. Featuring a durable matte black vinyl, each panel is constructed
of 16 gauge (.060 inches) thick magnetic sheet material for a tough finish and long lasting use.

Magnetic Protection Complete Panel Kit
07-16 Wrangler JK, 4-Door
07-16 Wrangler JK, 2-Door

Omix#
12300.53
12300.52

PINK D-SHACKLES

This pair of heavy duty powder-coated pink 3/4-inch D-shackles
from Rugged Ridge have a ¾ -inch pin and a 9,500 lb. working
load limit (WLL), and are the shackles you’ll need for recovering
stuck Jeeps.

Description
D-Shackles, 3/4-Inch, Pink, Pair

Omix#
11235.09

PINK GRAB HANDLES

Put easy to use Grab Handles wherever you need them.
Constructed of tough nylon webbing with a molded sure-grip
handle. Ultimate Grab Handles will fit 2 inch or 3 inch padded or
un-padded sport bars and attaches in seconds with hook & loop
fasteners. Now available in Pink!
Description
Ultimate Grab Handles, Pink, Pair

Omix#
13505.01

C3 REAR CARGO COVER
A versatile Jeep deserves versatile accessories. Keeping you on the-go with ease, the Rugged Ridge C3 Rear Cargo Covers offer complete
protection for the rear cargo area of your Jeep. By protecting the carpet and plastic trim from damage, scratches, pet claws, dirt, and other
debris, it’ll stay looking pristine through all your daily tasks. No mess, no stress! A custom made and functional accessory for 2007 to 2016 JKs,
this unique design also allows for a pet friendly space, ideal for your pet to rest during long off-road trips. Featuring water resistant material,
the split fold feature allows for 40-60 rear seat lowering, and provides coverage with your rear seat up, partially, or fully lowered-- flexible and
functional! A flip out cover flap keeps dirt from falling into the rear tailgate door gap. The built-in front curtain wall helps to keep items and
pets from entering the front seat area. A unique side retention system ensures the cover stays securely in place as you load or un-load. Easy
to install and remove so you get protection when and where you need it.
Rear Seat Back and Cargo Cover, Black

Omix#

07-14 Wrangler JK (4-Door) w/out Subwoofer
07-14 Wrangler JK (4-Door) w/ Subwoofer
07-14 Wrangler JK (2-Door) w/out Subwoofer
07-14 Wrangler JK (2-Door) w/ Subwoofer
15-16 Wrangler JK (4-Door)
15-16 Wrangler JK (2-Door)

13260.01
13260.02
13260.03
13260.04
13260.01
13260.03

ALL-TERRAIN CENTER CONSOLE COVERS
The All-Terrain Center Console Covers are designed to prevent the
accelerated wear and tear common with Jeep® Wrangler interiors.
Molded from durable polyurethane foam, the All-Terrain Center Console
Covers create a heavy duty barrier to protect the factory console, while
also enhancing interior styling with Rugged Ridge’s unique tread design.
Easily installs within seconds and secures with automotive grade adhesive
tape. Patent No. D627,285
All-Terrain Center Console Covers
11-16 Wrangler JK, Tan
11-16 Wrangler JK, Black
07-10 Wrangler JK, Tan
07-10 Wrangler JK, Black
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Omix#
13107.43
13107.42
13107.41
13107.40

EXO-TOP™

HOT
SELLERS

The Exo-Top™ is an innovative new design that for the first time
ever combines the joy of top-down driving with the utility of a
roof rack, taking convenience, function, and style to new levels
by allowing Jeep owners the ability of conveniently lowering,
raising or removing the Jeep’s soft top with ease without having to
unload gear from the roof-rack cargo. By combining the soft top
and roof rack, the Exo-Top™ allows owners to experience a Jeep®
to its full potential for camping, off-roading, or any lifestyle hobby
they may have. This new top also features an innovative Sun
Slider® retractable function which allows the top to slide back with
the release of just two latches, creating an open-top experience
for owners without the hassle of getting out of the driver’s seat.
Integrated into the 300-lb. capacity roof rack is an advanced
externally suspended soft-top design that fastens using a series
of Velcro straps along the perimeter bars of the roof rack. The
pulling force applied by the Velcro helps to tighten and shape the
soft top. Offered for both the two- and four-door configurations,
the Exo-Top™ features a patent-pending design that is a direct
bolt-on application with no drilling required for installation.
Patent No. D736,690
Exo-Top™

Omix#

Exo-Top™, 4-Door, 07-16 Wrangler

13516.02

Exo-Top™, 2-Door, 07-16 Wrangler

13516.01

ALUMINUM HOOD
CATCHES
DASH MULTI MOUNT

Original hood catches degrade and fail and most aftermarket
hood catches look spindly. These adjustable, durable, and
stylish hood catches are proportional to your Jeep®. For 07-16
Jeep Wranglers. Patent D692, 290

Never miss a moment of trail action again! The Patent Pending Rugged Ridge
Dash Multi-Mount System is the most versatile dashboard accessory mounting
system available. Not only does this product incorporate a universal ball mount
for driver info gadgets and a tripod stud for point and shoot or POV cameras,
but it allows the driver to use either one individually or both at the same time!
Mounts to the dash recess of the JK wrangler with no drilling required. Also
includes a replacement dash recess liner with the Rugged Ridge patented tire
tread pattern!
Dash Accessory Multi-Mount

Omix#

Aluminum Hood Catches 07-16 Wrangler JK

Omix#

11-16 Wrangler Dash Multi-Mount System

13551.11

Black, 07-16 Wrangler JK

11210.11

07-10 Wrangler Dash Multi-Mount System

13551.12

Textured Black, 07-16 Wrangler JK

11210.17

11-16 Wrangler Dash Multi-Mount Phone Kit

13551.16

Silver, 07-16 Wrangler JK

11116.07

07-10 Wrangler Dash Multi-Mount Phone Kit

13551.17

12034.24

SPARTAN GRILLE

HOT
SELLERS

Designed to appeal to avid Jeep® enthusiasts, our Spartan Grille offers
Jeep owners extreme versatility with interchangeable inserts that match
their style for a customized off-road look. Each grille is easily paintable
and is injection molded. Steel mesh construction and a larger opening
provides increased vented surface area, allowing for better air flow and
cooling throughout the engine compartment. Patent Pending.

Spartan Grille & Inserts

Omix#

Spartan Grille, Black w/ black screen, 07-16 Wrangler

12034.01

Spartan Grille Insert, Military Star, 07-16 Wrangler

12034.21

Spartan Grille Insert, American Flag, 07-16 Wrangler

12034.22

Spartan Grille Insert, Skull, 07-16 Wrangler

12034.23

Spartan Grille Insert, Land Shark, 07-16 Wrangler

12034.24

HURRICANE FLAT FENDER FLARES

Jeep® enthusiasts can now get that aggressive off-road look and tire clearance with the newly designed Hurricane Flat Fender Flares by
Rugged Ridge. A combination of popular fender flare styles, this design was inspired by earlier concepts and the 1941 Willys MA. The double
bolt pockets provide a modern twist on the traditional flares and come with two sets of durable corrosion resistant fasteners (stainless steel and
black) allowing the consumer to customize their own look. The Hurricane Flat Fender Flare is constructed of durable thermoplastic material,
which creates a flexible yet very strong fender flare. Rugged Ridge uses the injection molding process for these fender flares, which produces
a better fitting, more consistent flare. Available in a textured black or smooth finish. Patent No. D712,324

Hurricane Flat Fender Flare, 07-16 Wrangler JK

Omix#

Hurricane Flat Flare Kit, Smooth Black

11640.25

Hurricane Flat Flare Kit, Textured Black

11640.10

Smooth finish shown painted
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Jeep® and Jeep® grille design is a registered trademark of Chrysler Group LLC. Omix-ADA® is not affiliated with Chrysler Group LLC.

